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Featuring 16 lb. Capacity-Mini Basket, too!
From big loads of denims, to little loads you'd
normally wash by hand-GE does it all perfectly!
From tough, soiled work clothes to delicate wash-n~wearfabTies/Th1s~C^^t^
clean. In llie NORMAL SPEED, the spiral activator
loosens dirt and soil with a vigorous washing action. For
your added convenience, a special SOAK CYCLE prewashes heavily soiled or stained clothing.
Because special attention must be given to wash-nwear and delicate fabrics, this G-E washer also features
a separate SLOW SPEED. Synthetic garments are
washed and rinsed at a safer, slower speed. .Clothes
come out less wrinkled —easier to iron. This gentle action is easier on your clothes —saves you money, too!
Besides the many benefits of a two-speed washer,
this model also features G-E's exclusive Mini-Wash
system. It's perfect for any small load—save hot water
and detergents, too.

Budgat Term*
A« Low A« $7.8r7tWonth—
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Any Weather!

Matching High-!

Electric Dryer

A G-E dryer-completely eliminates the bothersome chore of
-hanging rloLhesxtn a clothesline.-With a simple (lick oferawttehand a twisl-of-the-dial—your clothes are dried l o i r and i'luliyTAclean, fresh fiWxif warm atr-gentJytumbles through your clothes
onril they are dried just the way you prefer—damp-oty-for-iFon-ing or completely dry for storage. G-EV convenient three-heat
selection lets you choose the proper drying temperature for each
type of fabric. There's HIGH for regular cottons and linens,
LOW for delicate garments and FLUFF which allows clothes to
rotate without heat. It's perfect for fluffing pillows, dusting draperies" and slip cxrvers for freshening -dothe» just out of storage.
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Li I i U !
Budget Terms - A s Low As $5.18 A Month

Matching Dryer also Available in Gas--$ 159.95
GAS and ELECTRIC
AN INVESTOR-OWNED COMPANY WITH MORE THAN 26,000 SHAREHOLDERS

P H O N E
546-2700
89 EAST AVE.

Model DG4520D

